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1

Introduction

Summerset Villages (Waikanae) applied for a resource consent on 12 May 2021 in regard to a new
comprehensive care retirement village at 32 Park Avenue Waikanae. The village will contain 217
independent living units, 56 assisted living units and 20 memory care suites and other ancillary amenities.
The location of the site is shown in Figure 1.
As of 22 July, the applicant has responded to the 28 comments received by the Environmental Protection
Authority (EPA) with a proposed set of conditions and supporting statements of evidence. Beca Limited
(Beca) has been commissioned to assist the Expert Consenting Panel (ECP) in evaluating traffic matters
taking into account the concerns expressed by the submissions and the ‘Summerset Waikanae Integrated
Transport Assessment Report’ undertaken by Stantec, May 2021. In particular, advice on the following is
sought:
●

the acceptability, usability and user safety of the internal road layout of the proposed retirement village
particularly road widths, the absence of footpaths and the absence of end of street turning facilities.
● the adequacy and safety of the proposed access onto the intersection at Park Avenue, including
sightlines.
● the anticipated traffic generation onto the roading network, including the methodology for determining the
anticipated traffic volumes and the capacity of Park Avenue. In particular any anticipated reduction in the
level of service of affected intersections and the acceptability of any such reductions
● any conditions required to manage these or any other adverse traffic management (construction and
operational), road safety or parking effects anticipated arising from the proposal, if consented.

Figure 1 : Site Location (Source: “Summerset Waikanae Integrated Transport Assessment Report”, Stantec, May 2021)
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Transport Assessment Review

2.1 Proposal
61 additional surface parking spaces (including four accessible spaces) generally surrounding the main
building, provide parking for visitors of the serviced apartments, memory care apartments and care facility
beds, and staff.
Two accesses are proposed to the Site in the form of a main road connecting Park Avenue with the internal
roads of the Village and a second exit-only access connecting the Site to an extension of Ferndale Drive.
The main access will be formed as a private access as a 7.0m wide road, and the exit-only road at 5.5m.

2.2 Vehicle Access and Internal Roads
The internal roadways are proposed as a network of primary, secondary and tertiary roads through the Site,
with speeds restricted to a posted limit of 15kph, ensuring safe travel speeds. The following road widths are
proposed:
1.

Primary roads - 6.5m;

2.

Secondary roads - 5.5m; and

3.

Tertiary roads - 4.5m.

Figure 2: Internal Road Layout (Source: “Summerset Waikanae Integrated Transport Assessment Report”, Stantec,
May 2021)
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The assessment outlined that the primary roads are sufficiently wide to accommodate the larger aerial
appliance fire trucks, as required by Fire and Emergency New Zealand in relation to the multi-storey main
building. Example tracking for a 12.6m aerial appliance fire truck circling part of the Site in a forward direction
is included in the first tracking drawing at Appendix A.
A review of the tracking drawings in Appendix A shows that on a number of locations the 12.6m aerial
appliance fire truck is very tight with the tires tracking against or over the kerb associated with the tracked
route.
Condition:
Internal road design to be safety audited as part of the design and post construction to ensure that heavy
vehicle tracking provides an acceptable level of clearance from the kerb and meets the standards adopted
by KCDC. The safety auditor is to be independent and should be selected by KCDC and cost covered by the
applicant.

2.3 Traffic Volumes
The application outlined that Ferndale Drive currently carries 400 to 500vpd.
Currently there are approximately 66 properties that that have access to Ferndale Drive. Based on a typical
trip generation for a residential house in Waikanae this daily traffic flow seems appropriate.
The applicant has identified that Ferndale Drive has the potential to accommodate 1,000 vehicle movements
per day based on the One Network Road Classification (ONRC). KCDC have outlined that the ONRC is
currently being replaced by the One Network Framework (ONF), which classifies roads based on place and
space. KCDC says that this ONF will likely identified Ferndale Drive as a local street, which is based on low
/ medium density residential development in urban areas with low local movement of less than 500 people
movements per day.
In my opinion, the lack of turning head at the end of Ferndale Drive shows there is a clear expectation that
Ferndale Drive would be extended to serve the development site ns some capacity and that Ferndale Drive
can accommodate between 500 to 1,000 vehicles per day.
Park Avenue has seen significant traffic growth since the opening of the Kapiti Expressway with traffic
growing from approximately 2,000 vpd before opening in 2017 to approximately 3,900vpd in 2020. The
KCDC own traffic model shows that Park Road will continue to grow with traffic originating from Waikanae
North growth area. The KCDC traffic model is projecting Park Avenue to be carrying approximately 6,500
vpd by 2036. What is interesting though is that the development of this site or Ferndale Drive is not fully
developed in the current traffic model even by 2036.

2.4 Construction Traffic
One of the key concerns expressed by many submitters, including the Ferndale Residents' Association and
KCDC relates to the proposed use of Ferndale Drive for construction access.
The application outlines that all heavy construction access associated with all the earthworks and civil works
of the Site (including construction of the Ferndale Drive Extension) plus the Main Building (incorporating 56
assisted living suites, 20 memory care suites and 43 care beds) and an initial total of 84 villas will be planned
and managed with construction traffic access via Park Avenue. The remaining 133 villas are proposed to be
constructed with access via Ferndale Drive.
Ferndale Drive is a newly constructed residential road of approximately 7.2m wide. The nature of Ferndale
Drive is slow speed with an ability to park resident visitor cars on the on road reducing the road to around
5.0m wide. This still allow two cars to pass each other, but in my opinion would be one way for trucks. There
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is a possibility for edge break from heavy construction vehicle even though the Ferndale Drive is constructed
with a concrete flush extruded kerb.
Based on the existing development having access to Ferndale Drive it is expected to carry between 400 –
500vpd. For the second stage construction of up to 133 villas, between 40 and 80 construction workers will
be present on site each day, generating an estimated 150 to 200vpd, depending on the level of shared
worker travel and trade comings and goings, and the number of the delivery trucks.
This construction generation is significantly more than the proposed final trip generation of the Stage two
development of 88 vpd using Ferndale Drive.
I consider there are safety issue with the proposed level of construction traffic using Ferndale Drive.
As outlined below I agree with the applicant that there is an expectation that Ferndale Drive was to be
extended to serve the residential development of the undeveloped land to the west up to the Expressway.
I am of the opinion the construction traffic using Ferndale Driveway should be limited to the expected traffic
generation from the Stage 2 development that is proposed to use Ferndale Drive, approximately 100
vehicles per day and be limited to residential type construction traffic. Heavy Construction traffic for the
construction of the village should be limited to Park Avenue only.
Conditions:
Stage 2 development construction traffic should be limited to 100 vehicles per day, and this should be
managed through the Construction Traffic Management plan.
Should pavement damage occur to Fernhill Drive or Park Avenue from construction traffic Summerset will be
responsible for repairs.
Bulk earthworks construction vehicles and other heavy weight construction traffic for the development of the
first stages of the Retirement Village until completion of the Main Building, will be restricted to access Park
Avenue only.

2.5 Access design and safety
The comments from KCDC highlights that the applicants design for the site access onto Park Avenue is not
shown in detail. The Applicant has stated that the design will be undertaken post consent as outlined in the
ITA Section 3.2.2. This should be covered by a condition of consent.
Commenters have also raised concerns related to the site assess location. The Site entrance is proposed in
a location between two bends on Park Avenue, which some submitters describe as creating 'blind spots'.
The sight distance requirements of the district plan can be meet with the potential restriction of parking
around the site access. I agree that parking is currently light on Park Avenue. As the road edgeline on the
north side of Park Avenue fronting the site access is located some 4.3m from the kerb, this also improves
sight distances for exiting vehicles.
It is proposed that Ferndale Drive will be extended to form a turnaround area with an intention to vest as
road. Even though the application does not assess the impacts the plans do show that the Ferndale Drive
extension will provide access to future residential lots. The impact of these future lots as part of the
subdivision has not been assessed but would be expected to be served by Ferndale Drive in the future.
Conditions:
The site access from Park Avenue and Ferndale Drive are to be the subject of a safety audits as part of the
design and post construction. The safety auditor is to be independent and should be selected by KCDC and
cost covered by the applicant.
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2.6 Alternate access location on Te Moana Road
I agree with the applicant that the proposed alternative access off Te Moana Road opposite 45 Te Moana
Road is not a viable option for a connection to the site due to being very close to the Te Moana Road
interchange where there is not the ability to provide a full range of turning movements.

2.7 Traffic Generation and Traffic Modelling
KCDC has raised concerns with the trip rate of 2.6 per unit which is based on a retirement unit in Research
Report 453 (RR453). The definition of a retirement unit in RR453 is “An individual apartment for retirement
purposes generally provided as part of a wider retirement complex or village”. Whilst in some respects a
conservative trip rate estimate has been taken in the ITA, given that many of these properties are more
dwellings cottage / villa style properties a higher trip rate may be needed to account for this.
I am of the opinion that the ITA has applied the corrected trip generation rate recorded from a similar styled
development.
Based on the KCDC traffic model, the two zones (ie either side of Park Ave) with access onto Park Avenue
have a PM peak distribution of 70% travelling to/from the west and 30% traveling the to/from the east. The
distribution of vehicle movements that has been applied in the ITA for the development is in my opinion
conservative with no vehicles entering via Ferndale Drive and no vehicles entering or exiting onto Park Road
from the east. If the distribution from the KCDC traffic model was applied to the development this would
reduce the modelled pressure on the Te Moana Road intersection with Park Avenue. The ITA shows that
this intersection will function adequately, but the reality is likely to be better as turning movements will not be
restricted in the worst-case manner that they have been modelled.
Also, the distribution only has vehicles exiting onto Ferndale Drive which seems unlikely. Those Villa
residents in stage 2 would be attracted to use the Ferndale Drive and Ngarara Road to access Park Road
than travel through the development at 15pkh. Those villas will be low traffic generating residences,
compared to ordinary dwellings which have higher trip rates because there can be more occupants and they
attend schools, workplaces and recreational activities more frequently than do retirees. I would expect these
villas to generate approximately 100 vehicles per day. I do not see any roading or traffic-related reason to
restrict access to Ferndale Drive from the development to exit only traffic.

2.8 Roads within the development
KCDC has raised concerns as the internal road widths do not comply with the New Zealand Standards e.g.
NZS4404:2010 and AS2890.1. These exist to ensure that the roads / accessway operate safely and
efficiently. Areas of concern include:
•

4.5m Tertiary roads do not comply with NZS4404:2010 for the number of properties they are serving,
this does not comply with AS2890.1 from a point of view of manoeuvring in and out of driveways
(which requires an aisle width of 5.8), but also causes safety issues from a point of view of potential
conflict between pedestrians and cyclists, particularly when combined with the fact that many roads
are proposed to be a shared space and the users will predominantly be the elderly;

•

Similar to the above 5.5m wide roads do not provide sufficient manoeuvring space in accordance
with AS2890.1.

•

No turning heads are provided at the end of accesses serving 3 or more dwellings as required by
NZS4404:2010, the applicant identifies that this is not necessary as traffic will be residents and
visitors, but this does not account for delivery vehicles who cannot rely on space being available on
a private driveway for manoeuvring.
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•

The ITA refers to the space for parking in front of garages and tandem spaces not being long
enough to accommodate two cars (being only 10m not 10.8m, this may be addressed from a
manoeuvring point of view by having wider spaces but does not address the fact that the length will
mean that vehicles will overhang into the road and shared space. This causes even more safety
issues than those identified above. On a 4.5m wide road, this reduces the effective width to 3.7m this
is not wide enough for vehicles to pass and does not meet standards in NZS4404:2010, which
requires 5.5m for passing.

•

The tracking provided in the ITA seems to show cars close to / overrunning neighbouring boundaries

In response the Applicant has provided the following to address these issues raised:
•

The layout and design have been developed from proven experience at many other Summerset
villages, from which a hierarchy of road types is deemed appropriate to match the relative
accessibility of each part of the village.

•

The short, no-exit tertiary roads do not provide turning heads. The Applicant note that only residents
and their visitors who are familiar with the road layout are expected to access these lanes, and
would themselves turn at their individual driveways. As such, introduction of end turning areas would
serve no practical purpose and would unnecessarily displace landscaped space.

•

It is accepted that trucks will need to access some units in the tertiary roads from time to time, for
household deliveries, removals and the like. Such occurrences will not be common and will be made
by small to medium sized trucks that may on occasion need to make a reverse manoeuvre.
Operationally, this is no different to other established Summerset villages, where such instances are
managed with a spotter to ensure the reverse movement is made safely.

•

The Applicant accepts that the overall length of the driveway space and width of the road is in some
instances less than the recommended standard. This does not mean however that the arrangements
are not workable.

A review of other Retirement villages in Kapiti area including the Charles Fleming, Coastal Villas Metlifecare,
Kapiti Village Metlifecare and Summerset on the Coast Retirement Villages shows the following:

1

•

Charles Fleming, Summerset on the Coast and Kapiti Village Metlifecare have roads to a minimum
width of 5.5m. Kapiti Village Metlifecare has some small tertiary roads with around 4.5m width but
they only serve a maximum of 3 units. Coastal Villas Metlifecare tertiary roads seem to around 4.0m
accessing up to 20 units. I have only measured these roads from aerial photographs.

•

No evidence has been provided as to the functioning of these under width roads in these other
environments. While acknowledging the reduced speed environment that Summerset plans, it
remains my opinion that the minimum width should be 5.5 m. This allows for safe passing of cars
and also the ability for a car to pass an 8m truck that will be access the units from time to time.

•

There are safety issues associated with the use of dead ends and the inevitable reversing
movements of vehicles (particularly where there are no turning heads provided). I am of the opinion
that a number of tertiary roads should be redesigned to remove the need for a dead end. I am of the
view that dead end tertiary roads should have up to a maximum of 61 houses off them. Figure 3
outlines proposed changes to the road layout design that would address the safety issues related to
dead ending.

Residential subdivision Rule Sub-Res-R26 – “The maximum number of allotments gaining legal and physical

access by rights of way shall be 6” https://www.kapiticoast.govt.nz/media/39844/subdivisioninresidentialzones_195_29-jun-2021.pdf
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Figure 3: Tertiary Road proposed Modification to Address Dead Ending (Source of base image: “Summerset
Waikanae Integrated Transport Assessment Report”, Stantec, May 2021)

Conditions:
●

The minimum width of internal roads should be 5.5m.
Dead ends must be restricted to tertiary roads and may connect no more than 6 units.
● Dead ends should only be acceptable if no practical design solution is available
● All internal road design are to be safety audited during design and post construction. The safety auditor is
to be independent and should be selected by KCDC and cost covered by the applicant.
●

2.9 Walking and Cycling
KCDC has raised safety concerns relating to the lack of footpaths on the primary and secondary roads which
poses a concern given the demographic of the development. Elderly residents will find it difficult to quickly
evade traffic where required. In addition, the lack of perimeter footpaths does not promote walking and
cycling. The Applicant had not responded to this concern.
I agree with the concerns raised by KCDC as a review of the plans available within the TIA indicated that
there was a lack of a good footpath connection for residents within the outer perimeter of the development as
per that shown in Figure 4. It is recommended that residents along the major long roads have access to a
footpath at the front or back of their property. This footpath should provide good connectivity within the
development as well as external footpaths such as the Expressway paths which will encourage walking and
cycling. Cul-de-sacs and shorter roads will not require footpaths as the expected traffic and exposure is
expected to be lower.
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It is noted that within the TIA, the internal footpaths within the development will be designed to a minimum
width of 1.2m, common with other Summerset Villages and is in accordance with Austroads Part 6A:
Pedestrian and Cyclists Paths. I acknowledge the pedestrian volume will be low and 1.2m is the suggested
minimum in Austroads. However, under NZS 4404:2010 section 3.3.11.1 and the Waka Kotahi ‘Pedestrian
Planning and Design Guide’ a minimum footpath width of 1.5m is specified. In addition, the KCDC footpath
construction plans2 shows a minimum width of 1.5m as well.

Lack of Footpath

Figure 4: Main Roads without a Footpath Connection (Source of base image: “Summerset Waikanae Integrated
Transport Assessment Report”, Stantec, May 2021)

Waka Kotahi supports the connection to the Kapiti Cycle Walkway Bridleway (CWB) provided that a safety
audit is undertaken within 3 months of opening and improvements made if required. The Applicant has
suggested to undertake a design safety audit instead. I agree with Waka Kotahi to undertake a post
implementation safety audit as the construction may not reflect the intention of the design. It is
recommended the designers work collaboratively with Waka Kotahi during the next phase of design.
The TIA sets out the connection to the CWB from the development will be 1.5m wide catering for pedestrian,
cyclists and scooter users. I believe this should be increased to 2.5m to meet the minimum desirable width
as per that set out within the NZTA ‘Pedestrian Planning and Design Guide’ and Austroads.

2

https://www.kapiticoast.govt.nz/media/39765/kcdc_rd_002-footpath-construction.pdf
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Conditions:
• Provide 1.5m wide footpaths for all residents along major long roads within the development. The
footpaths should provide good connectivity and access to external pathways and within the
development.
• Provide 2.5m wide shared path connection between the development and the CWB.
• Gain approval and work with Waka Kotahi in regard to the pathway connection safety audit
undertaken within 3 months of opening.

2.10 Parking
Various submitters had concerns in relation to the to the extent of parking provision on-site and potential of
overspill onto the surrounding local roads. KCDC has raised that this has been experienced in other
retirement villages where staff have been unable to find parking. Other issues raised are implications due to
the road widths (see Section 2.8). If the minimum road widths of 5.5m is achieved, this will resolve KCDC’s
concern of vehicles reversing and overrunning neighbouring boundaries which I agree with.
The Applicant has outlined there will be 485 car parking spaces on site of which 61 surface parking
surrounding the main building may be used by visitors and staff. The District Plan requires a total of 520
parking spaces, 424 for residential and 96 for health care related use such as that of ‘supported living
accommodation’. The Applicant notes there is a short fall against the District Plan and has undertaken a
parking demand assessment based on Waka Kotahi’s Research Report 453 which estimates a demand of
217 and 48 spaces required for independent units and care units, respectively indicating the provision is
greater than the estimated demand.
The Applicant has indicated that the level of parking will be sufficient and through experience, the overspill of
parking at other villages has occurred as staff found it more convenient to park on adjacent streets. The
closest public roads are Ferndale Drive and Park Avenue, approximately400m from the main office building
where parking is provided and as such, it will be more convenient to park within the development.
I agree with using the Waka Kotahi Research Report 453 parking rates of one per unit for independent units
rather than the two under the District Plan given the nature of the development where it is unlikely that there
will be a need for residents to have two vehicles. I also agree that it will be more convenient for staff to park
within the development especially given that there is parking provided by the main office building. However, if
these parking bays are unavailable then overspill onto local streets can occur.
It is noted that the application does not indicate how many staff will be on site at any one time and hence, an
indication of staff parking cannot be provided. There is also no explanation of how shift changeover would be
managed. I imagine that staff from shift 1 will still be at work when staff for shift 2 arrive. My experience with
hospitals’ shift changes has led to staggered shift changes to minimise the impact on parking. I do not know
whether this could operationally be a solution for this development. Given that the closest bus stop is 800m
away, it is likely that most staff if not all will be driving to work. There will be some carpooling. I
acknowledge that the Applicant has provided in excess of the demand as per the trip rate set out under
Waka Kotahi’s research paper which has been based off surveys of similar developments around the
country, however, this is a shortfall against the District Plan. Hence, it is recommended that post opening
monitoring 6 and 12 months after is conducted to understand the parking demand by staff. Mitigation such as
marking of dedicated staff and visitor parking should be considered if overspill does happen.
Conditions:
●

6 months and 12 months post opening monitoring of the main building to understand parking occupancy
and demand especially for staff in and around the development and to identify if there is an overspill. If
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overspill occurs then the consent needs to be able to require the applicant to take whatever mittigation
measures are necessary, such as making changes to shift ends to stagger them, marking dedicated staff
and visitor parking or even construction of additional parking if no other solution can be found.
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